




Summary



The integration of online and offline 
platforms is deepening, such as unified 

pricing and delivery between them

 Innovation of various retail formats, 
such as unmanned stores, fresh 

supermarkets, etc

The retail industry is undergoing a revolution



Electronic shelf  label comes into being in response to the market 
demand. At present, a number of well-known supermarket chains 
have adopted electronic price tag management system, which greatly 
saves costs and improves efficiency



Electronic shelf label  for cost savings

The labor cost of paper price tag 
replacement, including the cost of 
printer, paper and other 
consumables, is nearly $230,000 a 
year in this store, and it is 
increasing every year.
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Word教程： www.1ppt.com/word/              Excel教程：www.1ppt.com/excel/  
资料下载：www.1ppt.com/ziliao/                PPT课件下载：www.1ppt.com/kejian/ 
范文下载：www.1ppt.com/fanwen/             试卷下载：www.1ppt.com/shiti/  
教案下载：www.1ppt.com/jiaoan/        
字体下载：www.1ppt.com/ziti/
 

Efficiency promotion

Improving the 
shopping experience

 Price updates timely





Electronic shelf label is a new type 
of electronic tag made of E-Ink 
screen. Its advantages are: dot 
matrix display, and the content can 
be changed at will;Extreme energy 
saving, the battery can last about 5 
years;The display is stable and can 
still be displayed after power 
failure.Wide viewing Angle, up to 
180 degrees;Eye-friendly, similar to 
the visual effect of printed matter;It 
can display black, white and red



1.54-inch、2.9-inch、4.2-inch





Witstec Technology



Sketch map







Create store accounts in the system, each corresponding to 
the real store, account bound gateway.With this account, 
we can manage the ESL update and template creation of 
goods in our store.The administrator account can manage 
each store, and can update for each store uniformly



ESL editing

ESL Template can be edited freely.It can display 
price, origin, weight, promotion price, product 
pictures, etc.QR code can also be set at the same 
time, allowing customers to scan the QR code to 
trace the source of the goods。



Updating of ESL 

You can select individual updating or batch updating.

You can set the timing updating, 
also can set the rolling updating.



HORIZONTAL PICTURE

ESL template binding





You can count the sales of various products in a selected 
period of time.It is more convenient for customers to conduct 
marketing management on commodity control and market 

strategy。

 Data analysis function

You can regulate commodity liquidity and sales volume more 
accurately and avoid the scrap or consumption of goods 

There are many other specific features that I won't go into 
here.
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